High capacity WLAN access point architecture is described layered above a MAC layer of a standard WLAN protocol stack. Methods for forming orthogonal beams to deliver downlink information to a plurality of mobile devices and for separating uplink packets from the mobile devices are disclosed. A near-optimal scheduling method for scheduling the transmission from each mobile device is also disclosed.
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MULTI-ANTENNA ACCESS POINT
ARCHITECTURE AND METHODS

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0001] 1. Field of the Invention

[0002] The present invention relates to the field of wireless communication systems. More specifically, the invention relates to architectures and methods for high capacity WLAN access points with multiple antennas.

[0003] 2. Description of the Related Art

[0004] Many mobile devices, such as cellular phones for example, are capable of operating in two modes. In one mode, the mobile device is capable of linking to a cellular network having a cell range on the order of kilometers thereby allowing the user of the mobile device to maintain communication while traveling in a car or train. In another mode, the mobile device is capable of linking to short-range wireless technologies, such as for example wireless local area networks (WLANs) or Bluetooth.

[0005] The growing use of these dual-mode mobile devices coupled with the perceived need for high data rate access to a network while in public places such as airports or coffee shops, for example, create bottlenecks at information hot-spots where a WLAN cell lacks the capacity to service all the access requests from the users within the WLAN cell.

[0006] To illustrate bottlenecks at the access point, a discussion of network communications protocols are necessary. Network communications may be modeled on a layered architecture known as a protocol stack. The layered structure allows separate development teams to work on different layers while maintaining interoperability among the various network hardware and software vendors. The Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) reference model separates network communications into seven distinct layers while the older TCP/IP protocol uses a four-layer stack. Both architectures have a top application layer that provides network services to applications requesting such services and both architectures have a bottom layer that handles the encoding of binary data, conversion of the binary data into physically measurable quantities such as voltages or light pulses, and transmission of the measurable quantities over a transmission medium such as air or cable.

[0007] Wireless local area networks (LANs) have at least a portion of the network that does not use cable as the transmission medium. The wireless LAN protocols are defined in OSI Layer 1 and OSI Layer 2. OSI Layer 1, also referred to hereinafter as the physical layer, defines the protocols for the encoding of binary data, conversion of the binary data into physically measurable quantities such as voltages or light pulses, and transmission of the measurable quantities through the air.

[0008] OSI Layer 2, also referred to hereinafter as the data link layer, defines the protocols for providing basic packet addressing services, checking transmitted packets for errors, and arbitrating access to the network.

[0009] Several standards exist for wireless LAN technologies such as IEEE 802.11, HiperLAN/2, and Bluetooth. For purposes of illustration, the mobile devices are assumed IEEE 802.11a compliant, however, it should be understood that the scope of the present invention is not limited to IEEE 802.11a compliant devices and may encompass devices based on other wireless LAN standards.

[0010] The IEEE 802.11a standard defines operations using orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) modulation in the 5 GHz band. The standard supports a maximum data transfer rate of 54 Mbps. The maximum data transfer rate of 54 Mbps may become a bottleneck when many devices attempt to communicate with the same access point in a crowded café, for example.

[0011] FIG. 1 is a diagram of the physical and data link layers of the network protocol stack that includes the scope of the IEEE 802.11a standard. As indicated in FIG. 1, the IEEE 802.11a standard, indicated by double-ended arrow 100, includes the physical layer 140 of OSI Layer 1 and part of the data link layer of OSI Layer 2185. The data link layer 185 is divided into two sublayers; the medium access control (MAC) layer 145 and the logical link control (LLC) layer 147.

[0012] The LLC layer 147 is defined by a standard such as, for example, IEEE 802.2 standard and provides addressing and data link control that is independent of the topology, transmission medium, and medium access control protocols of the underlying layers.

[0013] The MAC layer 145 provides access control functions for the shared transmission medium. Access to the wireless medium in the IEEE 802.11a and HiperLAN2 standards are based on Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Avoidance (CSMA/CA). The MAC layer 145 can operate in two modes: Distributed Coordination Function (DCF) and Point Coordination Function (PCF).

[0014] FIG. 2 is a timing diagram illustrating the communication exchange between two wireless devices using DCF. Under CSMA/CA, the mobile device (MD) or access point (AP) listens to a channel to determine if the channel is idle. If the channel is carrying a transmission, both the MD and AP continue listening to the channel. Once the channel becomes idle, the MD and AP waits a predetermined time referred to as Distributed coordination function Inter Frame Space (DIFS) 210. In order to avoid collisions with other devices, the transmitting device waits an additional backoff period 220. The backoff period is a randomly generated integer representing the number of timeslots the device will wait before attempting to transmit a packet on the channel. Backoff timer decrements the randomly generated integer until the channel becomes busy again or the time reaches zero. If the channel becomes busy during the backoff period, the device monitors the channel until it senses the channel is idle. Once the channel is idle, the device waits for one DIFS period before resuming the countdown on the backoff timer. When the backoff timer reaches zero and the channel is still idle, the device begins packet transmission 230. The receiving device receives the transmitted packet and checks the packet to determine if there were any transmission errors. If there are no transmission errors, the receiving device waits for one Short Inter Frame Space (SIFS) 235 before transmitting an acknowledgement (ACK) 240. The SIFS period is less than the DIFS period and prevents other devices from transmitting on the channel before the ACK is transmitted.

[0015] In PCF mode, an AP coordinates the resource management of the channel. The AP sequentially polls each
of the devices in its cell by sending a polling message to each device. If the AP has data for the device, the data may be including in the polling message to the device. In response to the polling message, the polled device either sends an ACK to the AP or transmits data to the AP if the device has data for the AP. The response to the polling message is transmitted within one SIFS interval. If the AP does not receive an ACK or data from the polled device within one SIFS interval, the AP sends a polling message to the next device within one Priority Inter Frame Space (PIFS) interval, which is longer than a SIFS interval but shorter than a DIFS interval.

[0016] Although DCF and PCF may be used within the same cell, once the AP captures the channel in PCF mode, the AP will control the channel until the AP releases the channel because the SIFS and PIFS intervals are shorter than the DIFS interval.

[0017] The number of APs are minimized to provide sufficient coverage of a particular area. But, as the deployment of mobile devices increase, a bottleneck will develop from the system capacity and performance in the AP. More particularly, in current wireless LAN systems, the maximum data rate of 54 Mbps is shared among K mobile devices in the coverage area. The efficiency of media access using the CSMA/CA protocol drops significantly when K is large.

[0018] Therefore, there remains a need for devices and methods that increase the capacity and performance of the access infrastructure when deployed in public areas. Furthermore, such devices and methods should remain compatible with existing standards such as, for example, the IEEE 802 family of standards or the HiperLAN/2 standard.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0019] One embodiment of the present invention is directed to a wireless communications access point comprising: at least two antennas; at least two device stacks, wherein each stack comprises a data link layer and handles a data string; and a spatial processor configured to transmit orthogonal beams over the at least two antennas, wherein the orthogonal beams comprise a weighted sum of the data streams from the at least two device stacks. In some embodiments, each data link layer comprises an IEEE 802.11A standard. In some embodiments, a weight vector is applied to the data streams to form a weighted sum, the weight vector selected from eigenvectors of a beam-channel matrix having a largest corresponding eigenvalue. Some embodiments further comprise a channel estimator, the channel estimator forming a channel matrix, $H_p$, for each active mobile unit according to the equation:

$$ H_p = Y_p \times (X_p X_p^H )^{-1} $$

[0020] where $Y_p$ is a received signal matrix received by the at least two antennas and $X_p$ is a pilot signal matrix transmitted by a mobile unit. Some embodiments further comprise a scheduler configured to select up to N data streams, where N is a number of antennas of the access point, from K application packet queues, where K corresponds to a number of active mobile units. In some embodiments, the up to N data streams are selected by initializing a population of chromosomes, each chromosome comprising K binary digits, each binary digit representing an active mobile unit, and repeatedly performing the steps of determining a fitness of each chromosome, forming an intermediate population based on the fitness of the chromosome, and breeding a new population from the intermediate population. In some embodiments, breeding includes a crossover operation. In some embodiments, breeding includes a mutation operation.

[0021] Another embodiment of the present invention is directed to an access point communications architecture for wireless local area networks, the access point architecture comprising: at least two application packet buffers, where each application packet buffer contains a data stream; a scheduling layer configured to select two or more data streams, from the application packet buffers; two or more instances of a data link layer and an immediate access control layer, wherein the number of layers correspond to the number of selected data streams, and where each instance of a data link layer is configured to receive one of the selected data streams from the scheduling layer; and a physical layer configured to receive the data streams from the instances of the data link and media access layers and to transmit the data streams in orthogonal transmission beams, equal in number to the number of selected data streams. In some embodiments, each of the orthogonal transmission beams comprises a sum of a product of a weight vector and the selected data streams. In some embodiments, a weight vector is an eigenvector of a beam-channel matrix having the largest eigenvalue. In some embodiments, the instances of the data link layer complies with an IEEE 802.11A standard. In some embodiments, the selection of the data streams comprises: initializing a population of chromosomes, each chromosome comprising a number of binary digits, each binary digit representing an active mobile unit; determining a fitness of each chromosome; forming an intermediate population based on the fitness of each chromosome; breeding a new population from the intermediate population; repeating the steps of determining, forming, and breeding a predetermined number of times; and selecting a data stream based on a binary digit of the chromosome with the largest fitness. Some embodiments further comprise a channel estimation layer adapted to provide instantaneous channel matrix information for the selected data stream to the scheduling layer, the corresponding MAC layer, and physical layer. In some embodiments, the channel estimation layer periodically updates the instantaneous channel matrix for each data stream. Some embodiments further comprise a request collection layer adapted to manage uplink requests from a mobile unit.

[0022] Another embodiment of the present invention is directed to a method of selecting data streams in an access point employing more than one device stack comprising: initializing a population of chromosomes, each chromosome comprising a number of binary digits, each binary digit representing an active mobile unit; determining a fitness of each chromosome; forming an intermediate population based on the fitness of each chromosome; breeding a new population from the intermediate population; repeating the steps of determining, forming, and breeding a predetermined number of times; and selecting a data stream based on a binary digit of the chromosome with the largest fitness.

[0023] Another embodiment of the present invention is directed to a method of determining an orthogonal beam-forming matrix in a plurality access point employing more than one antenna communicating with a plurality of mobile
units, comprising: determining an interference basis vector for each mobile unit; forming orthogonal subspace matrices for each unit from the interference basis vectors; determining an eigenvector and an eigenvalue of beam-channel matrices derived from each orthogonal subspace matrix; and selecting the eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue for each element corresponding to a unit in the beam-forming matrix. In some embodiments, each element of the beam-forming matrix is based in part on an estimated channel matrix for each unit. In some embodiments, the interference basis vector is obtained using Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization on the interference space spanned by the estimated channel matrix for each unit.

[0024] Another embodiment of the present invention is directed to a media storing a computer program, which causes a processor that executes the program to perform steps which determine an orthogonal beam-forming matrix in a wireless access point employing more than one antenna communicating with a plurality of mobile units, the steps comprising: determining an interference basis vector for each mobile unit; forming orthogonal subspace matrices for each unit from the interference basis vector; determining an eigenvector and eigenvalue of beam-channel matrices derived from each orthogonal subspace matrix; and selecting the eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue for each element corresponding to a unit in the beam-forming matrix. In some embodiments, each element of the beam-forming matrix is based in part on an estimated channel matrix for each unit. In some embodiments, the interference basis vector is obtained using Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization on the interference space spanned by the estimated channel matrix for each unit.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0025] The invention will be described by reference to the preferred and alternative embodiments thereof in conjunction with the drawings in which:

[0026] FIG. 1 is a diagram showing the relationship between IEEE standard communication layers and the OSI model;
[0027] FIG. 2 is a timing diagram illustrating a communication exchange between two wireless devices using DCF;
[0028] FIG. 3 is a block diagram illustrating a WLAN AP architecture of an embodiment of the present invention;
[0029] FIG. 4 is a diagram illustrating the protocol architecture during transmission from the AP to the mobile device;
[0030] FIG. 5 is a diagram illustrating the protocol architecture during uplink transmission from the mobile device to the AP;
[0031] FIG. 6 is a flow diagram illustrating channel estimation performed in the channel estimation layer of the AP;
[0032] FIG. 7 is a flow diagram illustrating a method for orthogonal beam-forming in an embodiment of the present invention;
[0033] FIG. 8 is a flowchart illustrating a method of scheduling in one embodiment of the present invention; and
[0034] FIG. 9 is a diagram illustrating the crossover process.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0035] FIG. 3 is a block diagram illustrating a WLAN AP architecture of an embodiment of the present invention. The AP 300 shown in FIG. 3 includes at least two antennas 310. For the purposes of clarity, FIG. 3 shows only the first and Nth antenna, where N is greater than one. Each antenna 310 is capable of receiving and transmitting data packets from and to devices within the cell of the AP 300. Each antenna 310 communicates with a spatial processor 320. Spatial processor 320 forms the N orthogonal beams transmitted by the N antennas to the mobile devices. The N orthogonal beams are formed by applying weights to each of the signals from the device stacks 330 and summing the weighted device stack signals to produce a beam that is orthogonal to the other N−1 beams. It should be understood that, depending on the demand, less than N antennas may be used to transmit the orthogonal beams. When receiving a signal, the spatial processor 320 separates the signals received by the N antennas before passing each separated signal to a device stack 330. Again, for purposes of clarity, FIG. 3 shows only the first and Nth device stack.

[0036] Each device stack 330 is an implementation of a wireless protocol, such as for example, IEEE 802.11a. Each device stack 330 is an implementation of the OSI Layer 2 data link layer. Other OSI layers may be implemented in the device stack 330.

[0037] Each device stack 330 communicates with an input/output buffer array 340. The I/O buffer array 340 communicates with a network interface 350, such as for example, a gigabit Ethernet interface. The network interface 350 connects the AP to the rest of the network through communications link 355.

[0038] Controller 360 communicates with, and controls, the spatial processor 320, each of the device stacks 330, the I/O buffer array 340, and the network interface 350. The controller manages the configuration, operation, and maintenance of the AP 300. The controller 360 and each of the sub-systems may be implemented using digital processors, DSPs, or other devices known to one of skill in the art and are configured to execute programs that perform the described functions. The configuration of the digital processors and the associated components, such as for example, memory or I/O devices, and the production of the programs executed by the digital processors provide the means for implementing the functions and protocols described. In a preferred embodiment, spatial processor 320, device stacks 330, input/output buffers 340, and controller 360 are implemented in a special-purpose ASIC chipset.

[0039] FIG. 4 is a diagram illustrating the downlink protocol architecture during transmission from the AP to the mobile device. The AP 400 includes a physical (PHY) layer 410 with N antennas. On top of the PHY layer 410 are multiple instantiations of a MAC layer 420 and LLC layer 425, collectively referred to as the device stack 430. FIG. 4, for purposes of clarity, shows only two instantiations of the device stack 430 but it should be understood that there are N instantiations of the device stack 430, where N is greater than one. In a preferred embodiment, the PHY layer 410 implements the IEEE 802.11a protocols and the MAC layer 420 and the LLC layer 425 implement the IEEE 802.11 protocols and communicate with at least one mobile device.
having IEEE 802.11 instantiations of the MAC layer 494 and LLC layer 496 and IEEE 802.11a instantiation of the PHY layer 492.

A downlink scheduler 440 provides an interface between each of the LLC layers 425 and K application packet queues 460 where K is the number of active mobile units in the AP’s cell and is independent of N. FIG. 4, for purposes of clarity, shows only the first and Kth application packet queue 460, but it should be understood that the AP is configured to provide K buffers. Each application packet queue, or buffer 460, contains the data for transmission to a mobile unit.

Channel estimation layer 450 estimates and maintains the instantaneous channel matrices of each active user and provides the information to the downlink scheduler 440, each MAC layer 420, and the PHY layer 410.

The N antennas of the AP allow for N degrees of freedom, enabling the AP to communicate with up to N mobile units 405 simultaneously while requiring no modifications to the protocol stacks of the mobile units 405.

FIG. 5 is a diagram illustrating the protocol architecture during uplink transmission from a mobile device 505 to AP 500. When mobile unit 505 is ready to transmit data to AP 500, mobile unit 505 sends an application packet 598 containing the data to a mobile unit scheduling layer 597. The mobile unit scheduling layer 597 listens to the scheduling results from the AP 500 and delivers the application packet 598 to the LLC 596 for transmission to the AP 500 via the MAC 594 and PHY 592 layers of the mobile unit 505 when selected by the AP 500 to transmit the packet. The mobile unit request collection layer 599 in the mobile unit 505 reports to the AP 500 when queried by the AP 500 whether the mobile unit 505 has an application packet ready for transmission to the AP 500.

The AP 500 receives the mobile unit 505 transmission at the AP’s PHY layer 510 and passes the received packet through the MAC layer 520, LLC layer 530, and scheduling layer 540 to an application buffer 560. The request collection layer 570 in the AP 500 manages the uplink request status of the K active mobile units and provides the uplink requests to the scheduling layer 540 and the MAC layer 520. The channel estimation layer 550 estimates and maintains the instantaneous channel matrices of each active user and provides the information to the uplink scheduling layer 540, each MAC layer 520, and the PHY layer 510.

The AP 500 may be configured during uplink to have one MAC instance operate in PCF mode where instructions to the N mobile units scheduled for uplink transmission are broadcast to the mobile units such that the N mobile units scheduled for uplink transmission transmit their application packets to the AP 500 simultaneously. It should be understood that simultaneous transmission means that each scheduled mobile unit begins transmission within one SIFS interval of the other scheduled mobile units and does not require the scheduled mobile units to begin transmission exactly at the same time.

Alternatively, AP 500 may be configured during uplink to have N instantiations of the device stack 530 where each MAC layer 520 operates in DCF mode.

FIG. 6 is a flow diagram illustrating channel estimation for an active mobile unit performed in the channel estimation layer of the AP. Although, FIG. 6 illustrates the procedure of estimating the communication channel between the AP and one active mobile unit, it should be understood, that the procedure is repeatedly performed for each active mobile unit in the AP’s cell.

In step 610, the channel estimator verifies that the channel information for the mobile unit is current by checking a timer. If the timer is not expired, the channel information for the mobile unit is assumed valid and the channel estimator will exit the procedure for that mobile unit. If the time is expired, a new estimation of the communication channel between the mobile unit and the AP is initiated by configuring the MAC layer of the AP to send an initiation packet 620 to the mobile unit. The initiation packet 620 may include predefined symbols that cause the mobile unit to transmit a return packet to the AP.

In step 630, the AP receives the return packet from the mobile unit. The return packet may be a sequence of P defined symbols wherein the signal received by the AP over the N antennas may be represented by the equation:

\[ Y_n = \Theta_n X_{n,p} Z_{n,p} \] (1)

where \( Y_n = [y_1, \ldots, y_P] \) is the N x P dimension received signal matrix, \( N \) is the number of antennas at the AP receiving the signal, \( P \) is the number of symbols or frames transmitted in the return packet, \( n \) is an index that runs from 1 to \( N \), \( H_n \) is the N x 1 dimension channel matrix for the kth active mobile unit, \( k \) is an index that runs from 1 to \( K \) where \( K \) is the number of active mobile units in the AP cell, \( X_n \) is a 1 x P dimension pilot signal matrix transmitted by the kth mobile unit, and \( Z_{n,p} \) is the N x P dimension channel noise matrix.

In step 640, the channel matrix for the kth mobile unit is estimated by the equation:

\[ \Theta_n = (Y_n X_n)^T (X_n X_n)^{-1} \] (2)

\( H_n \) is the estimated channel matrix for the kth mobile unit. The matrix operations indicated in equation (2) may be implemented using methods known to one of skill in the art. The estimated channel matrix for the selected user is passed to the channel estimation layer and may be used for contention request resolution and payload separation between multiple mobile units.

A timer is started in step 650. The timer determines the duration before the channel for the kth mobile user is estimated.

FIG. 7 is a flow diagram illustrating a method for orthogonal beam-forming for the nth mobile unit in one embodiment of the present invention. The method shown in FIG. 7 is performed for each of the N mobile units that are selected for transmission. For purposes of illustration, the following description assumes N antennas and N device stacks where N is greater than one. Beam forming is performed in the spatial processor of the AP by applying a set of weights, \( W = [w_1, w_2, \ldots, w_N] \), where \( w_n \) is the beam forming vector for the nth antenna, to the signals from each of the device stacks. Each element of the beam-forming matrix, \( W \), is based in part on the estimated channel matrices for the N selected mobile units and may be calculated by the controller or spatial processor.
In step 710, the interference basis vectors are determined for each selected mobile unit. The basis vectors for the nth mobile unit are obtained by using, for example, Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization on the interference space spanned by \( h_1, \ldots, h_{n-1}, h_n, \ldots, h_N \), where \( h_n \) is the estimated channel matrix for the nth mobile unit.

In step 720, the orthogonal subspace matrices, \( B_n \), for the nth mobile unit are formed. The subspace matrices are given by the following equation:

\[
R_n = \sum_{m} (G_n^{1} \phi)^{T} R_n \phi
\]

In step 730, the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the beam-channel matrix, \((B_n^{1} B_n^{1})^{-1/2} h_n^{n} \phi_n\), are determined by any of the methods known to one of skill in the art. The eigenvector having the largest eigenvalue is selected as \( \phi_n \) in step 740.

FIG. 8 is a flowchart illustrating a method of scheduling in one embodiment of the present invention. An AP with N antennas may simultaneously transmit to N mobile units. If the number of active mobile units, \( K \), is greater than \( N \), the AP must select the N mobile units that will receive the next payload transmission. The scheduling of transmissions is done in the scheduling layer of the AP and may be implemented by the controller.

Scheduling may be accomplished by optimizing a system objective function:

\[
U(\beta_1, \ldots, \beta_K) = E \left[ \sum_{k=1}^{K} \alpha_k \beta_k \right]
\]

where \( \beta_k \) is the average throughput of the kth mobile unit, \( \beta_k \) is the instantaneous throughput of the kth mobile unit, \( \alpha_k \) is a weighting constant, and \( \beta_k \) is 1 if the kth mobile device is selected and 0 if the kth mobile device is not selected.

If \( \alpha_k \) is set to one for all \( k \) in the objective function, the scheduler is called a maximum throughput scheduler. If \( \alpha_k \) is set to \( 1/\beta_k \) for each active mobile unit, the scheduler is called a proportional fair scheduler.

Referring to FIG. 8, the scheduler is initialized in step 810 by forming M candidate chromosomes, \( v(i) = (\beta_1, \ldots, \beta_K) \), consisting of K binary digits under the constraint

\[
\sum_{j=1}^{K} \beta_j \leq N
\]

In step 820, the fitness of each candidate chromosome is determined by a utility function, \( G \), defined as:

\[
G(v(i)) = G(\beta_1, \ldots, \beta_K) = E \left[ \sum_{k=1}^{K} \alpha_k \beta_k \right]
\]

where the user data rate, \( r_k \), is given by:

\[
r_k = c_0 \cdot (1 - \lambda \lambda) \cdot \frac{1}{|\beta_k^0 |^2}
\]

where \( p_k \) is given by:

\[
p_k = \left( \frac{c_0}{\lambda} \cdot \frac{1}{|\beta_k^0 |^2} \right)^{1/2}
\]

where \( \lambda \) is a Lagrange multiplier to enforce a constraint on total transmitted power, \( P_T \), such that:

\[
\sum_{k=1}^{K} \beta_k p_k = P_T
\]

Based on the fitness of each chromosome, an intermediate population of chromosomes is formed in step 830. The fitness of the ith chromosome, \( G(v(i)) \), is divided by the average fitness of the population, \( \bar{G} \), where \( \bar{G} \) is given by the equation:

\[
\bar{G} = \frac{1}{M} \sum_{i=1}^{M} G(v(i))
\]

The integer portion of \( G(v(i)) \cdot \bar{G} \) is the number of copies of \( v(i) \) placed in an intermediate population. The fractional portion of \( G(v(i)) \cdot \bar{G} \) represents the probability of an additional copy of \( v(i) \) being placed in the intermediate population. For example, if \( G(v(i)) \cdot \bar{G} = 1.36 \), one copy of \( v(i) \) is placed in the intermediate population and a second copy of \( v(i) \) is placed in the intermediate population with a probability of 36%. The process is repeated for each chromosome until the intermediate population has M chromosomes. In general, the intermediate population will have a higher average fitness because chromosomes having higher fitness have a greater chance of continuing in the next population.

In step 840, breeding of the new population is performed by two operations: crossover and mutation. Both operations introduce randomness to the population such that the new population may include the fitter chromosomes from the current population along with new random elements. The processes may act independently of each other.

The crossover process begins with the random selection of two chromosomes from the intermediate population using any of the random selection methods known in the computer simulation art. FIG. 9 is a diagram illustrating the crossover process. For purposes of illustration, FIG. 9
assumes K=5, N=3 and the crossover point, i,=3. In FIG. 9, the two selected chromosomes are designated as v, 910 and v, 915. Crossover for the selected pair of chromosomes occurs at a crossover probability, p, If the selected pair is not chosen for crossover 920, the chromosomes are not modified by the process and are placed in the new population.

[0071] If the selected pair is chosen for crossover 922, a crossover point, i, is randomly selected 924 between 1 and K, which in the example of FIG. 9 is i,=3. The portion of v, from i, to K is exchanged 926 with the corresponding portion of v2 to create two modified chromosomes 930 and 935. The modified chromosomes 930 and 935 are placed in the new population.

[0072] The mutation process may be applied to every bit in the intermediate population. Each bit, b, in each chromosome in the population is allowed to toggle between the 0-state representing an unselected mobile device and the 1-state representing a selected mobile device with a probability p, The selection of the values for p, and p, may be determined by one of skill in the computer simulation art without undue experimentation to balance, for example, the duration of the simulation with the sample space.

[0073] In a preferred embodiment, chromosomes modified by the crossover or mutation process may be further modified to satisfy the constraint of equation 5. If the modified chromosome violates the condition of equation 5, a randomly selected bit of the modified chromosome is set to 0. This process is repeated until the modified chromosome satisfies the condition of equation 5.

[0074] In step 850, the scheduler determines whether the process should be terminated. If the process should be terminated, the scheduler selects the chromosome having the highest utility function value from the new population and passes the chromosome to the scheduling layer before exiting the procedure. The termination criteria may be any of the termination criteria known in the simulation art. In a preferred embodiment, the termination criterion is based on the number of iterations of steps 820 to 840. If the termination criterion is not satisfied, the current population is replaced by the new population and control is transferred to step 820.

[0075] In some alternative embodiments, breeding may include an additional process that preserves the fittest chromosome in the current population by placing a copy of the fittest chromosome in the new population. The fittest chromosome is the chromosome having the largest value of the utility function, G(v(i)).

[0076] In the specification, the term “media” means any medium which can record data therein. Examples of a recording medium are illustrated in FIG. 10.

[0077] The term “media” includes, for instance, a disk shaped media for 1001 such as CD-ROM (compact disc-read only memory), magneto optical disc or MO, digital video disc-read only memory or DVD-ROM, digital video disc-random access memory or DVD-RAM, a floppy disc 1002, a memory chip 1004 such as random access memory or RAM, read only memory or ROM, erasable programmable read only memory or E-PROM, electrical erasable programmable read only memory or EE-PROM, a rewriteable card-type read only memory 1005 such as a smart card, a magnetic tape, a hard disc 1003, and any other suitable means for storing a program therein.

[0078] A recording media storing a program for accomplishing the above mentioned apparatus may be accomplished by programming functions of the above mentioned apparatuses with a programming language readable by a computer 100 or processor, and recording the program on a media such as mentioned above.

[0079] A server equipped with a hard disk drive may be employed as a recording media. It is also possible to accomplish the present invention by storing the above mentioned computer program on such a hard disk in a server and reading the computer program by other computers through a network.

[0080] As a computer processing device 1000, any suitable device for performing computations in accordance with a computer program may be used. Examples of such devices include a personal computer, a laptop computer, a microprocessor, a programmable logic device, or an application specific integrated circuit.

[0081] Having thus described at least illustrative embodiments of the invention, various modifications and improvements will readily occur to those skilled in the art and are intended to be within the scope of the invention. Accordingly, the foregoing description is by way of example only and is not intended as limiting. The invention is limited only as defined in the following claims and the equivalents thereto.

What is claimed is:

1. A wireless communications access point comprising:
   at least two antennas;
   at least two device stacks, wherein each stack comprises a data link layer and handles a data stream; and
   a spatial processor configured to transmit orthogonal beams over the at least two antennas, wherein the orthogonal beams comprise a weighted sum of the data streams from the at least two device stacks.

2. The access point of claim 1 wherein each data link layer complies with an IEEE 802.11a standard.

3. The access point of claim 1 wherein a weight vector is applied to the data streams to form the weighted sum, the weight vector selected from eigenvectors of a beam-channel matrix having a largest corresponding eigenvalue.

4. The access point of claim 1 further comprising a channel estimator, the channel estimator forming a channel matrix, \( \Phi_x \) for each active mobile unit according to the equation:

\[
\Phi_x = \left( S_x S_x^H \right)^{-1} S_x 
\]

where \( Y_x \) is a received signal matrix received by the at least two antennas and

\( X_x \) is a pilot signal matrix transmitted by a mobile unit.
5. The access point of claim 1 further comprising a scheduler configured to select up to N data streams, where N is a number of antennas of the access point, from K application packet queues, where K corresponds to a number of active mobile units.

6. The access point of claim 5 wherein the up to N data streams are selected by initializing a population of chromosomes, each chromosome comprising K binary digits, each binary digit representing an active mobile unit, and repeatedly performing the steps of determining a fitness of each chromosome, forming an intermediate population based on the fitness of each chromosome, and breeding a new population from the intermediate population.

7. The access point of claim 6 wherein breeding includes a crossover operation.

8. The access point of claim 6 wherein breeding includes a mutation operation.

9. An access point communications architecture for wireless local area networks, the access point architecture comprising:

   at least two application packet buffers, where each application packet buffer contains a data stream;

   a scheduling layer configured to select two or more data streams, from the application packet buffers;

   two or more instances of a data link layer and a media access control layer, wherein the number of layers corresponds to the number of selected data streams, and where each instance of a data link layer is configured to receive one of the selected data streams from the scheduling layer; and

   a physical layer configured to receive the data streams from the instances of the data link and media access layers and to transmit the data streams in orthogonal transmission beams, equal in number to the number of selected data streams.

10. The access point architecture of claim 9 wherein each of the orthogonal transmission beams comprises a sum of a product of a weight vector and the selected data streams.

11. The access point architecture of claim 10 wherein a weight vector is an eigenvector of a beam-channel matrix having the largest eigenvalue.

12. The access point architecture of claim 9 wherein the instances of the data link layer complies with an IEEE 802.11a standard.

13. The access point architecture of claim 9 wherein the selection of the data streams comprises:

   initializing a population of chromosomes, each chromosome comprising a number of binary digits, each binary digit representing an active mobile unit;

   determining a fitness of each chromosome;

   forming an intermediate population based on the fitness of each chromosome;

   breeding a new population from the intermediate population;

   repeating the steps of determining, forming, and breeding a predetermined number of times; and

   selecting a data stream based on a binary digit of the chromosome with the largest fitness.

14. The access point architecture of claim 9, further comprising a channel estimation layer adapted to provide instantaneous channel matrix information for the selected data stream to the scheduling layer, the corresponding MAC layer, and physical layer.

15. The access point architecture of claim 14, wherein the channel estimation layer periodically updates the instantaneous channel matrix for each data stream.

16. The access point architecture of claim 9, further comprising a request collection layer adapted to manage uplink requests from a mobile unit.

17. A method of selecting data streams in an access point employing more than one device stack comprising:

   initializing a population of chromosomes, each chromosome comprising a number of binary digits, each binary digit representing an active mobile unit;

   determining a fitness of each chromosome;

   forming an intermediate population based on the fitness of each chromosome;

   breeding a new population from the intermediate population;

   repeating the steps of determining, forming, and breeding a predetermined number of times; and

   selecting a data stream based on a binary digit of the chromosome with the largest fitness.

18. A method of determining an orthogonal beam-forming matrix in a wireless access point employing more than one antenna communicating with a plurality of mobile units, comprising:

   determining an interference basis vector for each mobile unit;

   forming orthogonal subspace matricies for each unit from the interference basis vector;

   determining an eigenvector and eigenvalue of beam-channel matricies derived from each orthogonal subspace matrix; and

   selecting the eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue for each element corresponding to a unit in the beam-forming matrix.

19. The method of claim 18, wherein each element of the beam-forming matrix is based in part on an estimated channel matrix for each unit.

20. The method of claim 19, wherein the interference basis vector is obtained using Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization on the interference space spanned by the estimated channel matrix for each unit.

21. A media storing a computer program, which causes a processor that executes the program to perform steps which determine an orthogonal beam-forming matrix in a wireless access point employing more than one antenna communicating with a plurality of mobile units, the steps comprising:

   determining an interference basis vector for each mobile unit;
forming orthogonal subspace matrices for each unit from the interference basis vector;

determining an eigenvector and eigenvalue of beam-channel matrices derived from each orthogonal subspace matrix; and

selecting the eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue for each element corresponding to a unit in the beam-forming matrix.

22. The media of claim 21, wherein each element of the beam-forming matrix is based in part on an estimated channel matrix for each unit.

23. The media of claim 22, wherein the interference basis vector is obtained using Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization on the interference space spanned by the estimated channel matrix for each unit.